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This is an extension of the classic palindrome SEX AT NOON TAXES. Originally the piece was titled POLL OR TAX A TROLLOP, but I discarded it, because Vi, Eve, Kate and Noelle are not loose women. Here, then, are the afternoon and evening trials and temptations of a dedicated, but accommodating (and energetic) revenue collector. Or perhaps it's all just the product of an overactive imagination!

Sex at noon taxes
Sex at one, no taxes
Sex at two, nowt taxes [nowt = nothing]
Sex at three--beer, HT taxes [HT = half time]
Sex at four (ugh!), guru of taxes
Sex at five, Vi. P--- taxes!
Sex at six is taxes
Sex at seven on Eve's taxes
Sex at eight obsesses, both gie taxes [gie = give]
Sex at nine, Kate taken in taxes
Sex at ten--roll, or net taxes? [the taxman's dilemma]
Sex at eleven, Noelle on névé, 'le taxes' [a French roll in the snow]
Sex at midnight, fifth gin, dim taxes